Suppose we have a sum of alternating products of paired binomial coefficients. We advance the induction hypothesis for the identity, which is the equality of this quantity to unit For the proof of the given hypothesis we use known Pascal identity, known property of equality each other products of pairs combinations, as well as property of equality to zero of the sum of sign-variable combinations. Besides we carry out numerical check of correctness of the received identity.
Introduction
Descriptions of various combinatory identities, that is identities with combinatory objects, are represented both in special books [1, 7] , and in the form of sections of more universal books on combinatorics [3, 4] . One of the tools for proving these identities is mathematical induction [2, 9] .
Let's estimate a degree of proximity of known and offered identities, using concept of a combinatory design [8] . In particular, a combinatorial expression for the sum of unweighted the same powers of natural numbers is known [5] :
С ggg is an ordinary binomial coefficient, or a combination of gg from g elements [3] ; the quantity
is called the free component of the combinatorial sum [6] on the right-hand side of formula (1) . The purpose of this article is the proof on an induction of the identity containing equality to unit of the sum sign-variable произедений s which are pairs of binomial coefficients. As will be seen from the following, the right-hand side of (1), although closest to the proposed combinatorial expression among the known formulas, is still different from it.
Below we need the well-known combinatorial expressions [10] :
They are used precisely to derive the proposed combinatorial identity.
The main result of researches
Let's prove following identity:
( , ) ( 1, 1) = 1;
As we can see, the summation of the terms of A  here begins with a given value of .   Differences between (1) and (5) are revealed by a direct comparison of these formulas. In the proof of identity (5) we rely on the method of mathematical induction [2, 9] .
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For the basic step of induction, we set p =1. Then, according to (5), we have  =1. The identity to be proved takes a specific form 2 1 (1,1)
( 1) (1, 1) (2,2) 1.
That is we have proved fairness of expression (5) with reference to p = 1.
We shall accept now a hypothesis of an induction in the form of (5) for p = k
and we shall look, in what will result an increase of number k in the formula (5) on unit:
( 1) ( , ) ( 2, 1).
According to the identity of Pascal (2) ( +2, 1)
Then expression (6) can be represented as
According to our hypothesis, the first term on the right part (7) is equal to unit. The second term on the right part (7), according to the known property of combinations (3), can be expressed as follows:
Hence, taking into account formula (4), we obtain the second term on the right side of (7) equal to zero. Consequently, the increase of number k on unit leads to conservation of value ( 
Thus, the identity (5) is proved.
Numerical results
For definiteness, we calculate sums of the form according to the formula (5). The results of the calculations are shown in Table 1 . Table 2 . 
Conclusion
Thus, the above identity includes the sum with index  , which varies from  to p . The expression for this sum contains alternating products. The considered sum is identically equal to unit. Algebraic combinations of these sums form identical corollaries. For example, for 12 , aaЎ 
